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Abstract
In Perception-Based Computing (PBC), we face several problems, and the management of incomplete information and inexact
data is an important issue to address. We have proposed a framework Rough Non-deterministic Information Analysis (RNIA)
for handling tables with non-deterministic information as a kind of incomplete information. Under this framework, we coped
with several rough sets-based concepts, and extended the Apriori algorithm to tables with non-deterministic information. We
named this algorithm NIS -Apriori. This paper reports the overview of RNIA, NIS -Apriori and our new software getRNIA.
This getRNIA gives us to generate rules through the web browser easily.
c© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction
Rough Sets have been recognized to be very useful and powerful in dealing with vagueness and uncertainty in
both Deterministic Information Systems (DIS s) and Non-deterministic Information Systems (NIS s) [6, 7, 8, 9].
We have already coped with several rough sets-based concepts in DIS s and NIS s, and implemented a software
tool in C and Prolog [14]. Especially in rule generation, we have proposed the NIS -Apriori algorithm [12, 16],
which is an extension from the Apriori algorithm [1, 2].
Recently, we have also proposed a diagram named Division Chart [15, 16] to clarify the relation between
inclusion relations and equivalence classes. A division chart takes the similar role of the contingency table in
statistics, and we can employ division charts for examining the concept of the consistency. In our new software
getRNIA [17], the rule generation part in the previous RNIA software is remade. This getRNIA employs the
NIS -Apriori algorithm and division chart data structure, and gives us to generate rules through the web browser
easily. This paper reports the current state of getRNIA as well as RNIA.
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This paper is organized as follows: A brief reminder of RNIA, division charts and the previous RNIA software
tool implemented in Prolog are presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the overview of getRNIA. Finally,
Section 4 concludes this paper.
2. A Survey of RNIA and Its Software in C and Prolog
A Non-deterministic Information System (NIS ) Φ is a quadruplet [7, 8],
Φ = (OB, AT, {VALA | A ∈ AT }, g), (1)
OB, AT and VALA are ﬁnite sets, and g is a mapping, g : OB×AT → P(∪A∈ATVALA) (a power set of ∪A∈ATVALA).
Every set g(x, A) is interpreted as that there is an actual value in it, but it is not known. For Φ, let us consider
a mapping h : OB × ATR → ∪A∈ATRVALA (ATR ⊆ AT ). We name a DIS ψ satisfying h(x, A) ∈ g(x, A) in the
following,
ψ = (OB, ATR, {VALA | A ∈ ATR}, h), (2)
a derived DIS (for ATR from Φ).
Table 1. An exemplary non-deterministic information system Φ1.
Ob ject temperature headache nausea f lu
1 {high} {yes, no} {no} {yes}
2 {high, very_high} {yes} {yes} {yes}
3 {normal, high, very_high} {no} {no} {yes, no}
4 {high} {yes} {yes, no} {yes, no}
5 {high} {yes, no} {yes} {no}
6 {normal} {yes} {yes, no} {yes, no}
7 {normal} {no} {yes} {no}
8 {normal, high, very_high} {yes} {yes, no} {yes}
In Table 1, there are 4608 (=29 × 32) derived DIS s. If we see each missing value nil as a set of all attribute values,
for example nil in temperature is seen as VALtemperature= {normal, high, very_high}, we can also handle missing
values [4] in NIS s. For a NIS Φ, let DD(Φ) and ψactual denote
DD(Φ) = {ψ | ψ is a derived DIS from Φ}, (3)
and a derived DIS with actual attribute values, respectively. Then, we have the following two modalities, even if
there may be information incompleteness.
(Certainty) If a formula α holds in each ψ ∈ DD(Φ), α also holds in ψactual. In this case, we say α certainly holds
in ψactual.
(Possibility) If a formula α holds in some ψ ∈ DD(Φ), there exists such a possibility that α holds in ψactual. In this
case, we say α possibly holds in ψactual.
In fact, the number of all derived DIS s increases exponentially when it comes to complicate NIS s, therefore an
explicit method, that each derived DIS is sequentially computed in each ψ ∈ DD(Φ), is not suitable. We have
proposed rough sets-based method for solving this problem by introducing two blocks, in f and sup. The usage of
blocks in DIS s is known well [3, 4], and we extended the deﬁnition of blocks to NIS s.
Deﬁnition 1. [11, 12] In Φ = (OB, AT, {VALA | A ∈ AT }, g), we deﬁne the following two sets of objects, i.e., in f
and sup blocks, for each descriptor [A, valA] (A ∈ ATR ⊆ AT, valA ∈ VALA).
(1) in f ([A, valA]) = {x ∈ OB | g(x, A) = {valA}},
(2) in f (∧A∈ATR[A, valA]) = ∩A∈ATR in f ([A, valA]),
(3) sup([A, valA]) = {x ∈ OB | valA ∈ g(x, A)},
(4) sup(∧A∈ATR[A, valA]) = ∩A∈ATR sup([A, valA]).
(4)
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Now, let us consider a relation between a class [x][A,valA] (an equivalence class deﬁned by a descriptor [A, valA])
and blocks in f and sup. In every NIS , [x][A,valA] depends upon derived DIS s, and the following holds.
in f ([A, valA]) ⊆ [x][A,valA] ⊆ sup([A, valA]). (5)
We employed these in f and sup blocks, and solved several issues [10, 11, 12, 13]. In NIS s, a block sup([CON, p])
is the maximum set of [x][CON,p], so we consider dividing sup([CON, p]) ( ∅) by a descriptor [DEC, q]. We can
obtain all kinds of objects deﬁning the implication [CON, p] ⇒ [DEC, q]. In Table 2, we show six components
over sup([CON, p]), and we name the diagram illustrated in Figure 1 division chart DC(p, q) corresponding to
Table 2.
Table 2. A table with six components for expressing DC(p, q).
CON DEC Obtainable implications
1© p ∈ in f q ∈ in f p⇒ q
2© p ∈ in f q ∈ sup \ in f p⇒ q, p⇒ q′ (q  q′)
3© p ∈ in f q  sup p⇒ q′
4© p ∈ sup \ in f q ∈ in f p⇒ q, p′ ⇒ q (p  p′)
5© p ∈ sup \ in f q ∈ sup \ in f p⇒ q, p⇒ q′, p′ ⇒ q, p′ ⇒ q′
6© p ∈ sup \ in f q  sup p⇒ q′, p′ ⇒ q′
Fig. 1. A division chart of sup([CON, p]) by [DEC, q] in a NIS .
In Table 1, let us consider dividing sup([temperature, high]) by [ f lu, yes]. Here, the following holds.
in f ([temperature, high]) = {1, 4, 5} and sup([temperature, high]) = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8}
DC(high, yes) = 1©∪ 2©∪ 3©∪ 4©∪ 5©∪ 6©,
1© = {1}, 2© = {4}, 3© = {5}, 4© = {2, 8}, 5© = {3}, 6© = ∅.
(6)
In DC(high, yes), we can obtain an implication τ : [temperature, high] ⇒ [ f lu, yes] from objects 1, 2, 3, 4, 8.
However, τ from object 1 is unique, and τ from object 3 occurs with the ratio 1/6. Thus, we need to discriminate
τ from object 1 with τ from object 3. We employ the notation τx (τ from an object x), and we have already proved
how to calculate each value below [12].
minsupp(τx) = Minψ∈DD(Φ,τx){support(τx) in ψ},
maxsupp(τx) = Maxψ∈DD(Φ,τx){support(τx) in ψ},
minacc(τx) = Minψ∈DD(Φ,τx){accuracy(τx) in ψ},
maxacc(τx) = Maxψ∈DD(Φ,τx){accuracy(τx) in ψ},
DD(Φ, τx) = {ψ ∈ DD(Φ)| support(τx) > 0 in ψ}.
(7)
However, the proof was very complicated. Recently, we revised the proof for this calculation by using division
chart, and this proof is more comprehensible [16]. Furthermore, we have proved that NIS -Apriori is sound and
complete for rules deﬁned by the concepts of the certainty and the possibility [16]. In Prolog, the proof procedure
is sound and complete for a set of logical consequences [5] and this is the foundation of strict logic programming
framework. We think the soundness and the completeness in NIS -Apriori gives us more strict framework of rule
generation.
Even though each deﬁnition depends upon DD(Φ), the proved calculation does not depend upon DD(Φ). NIS -
Apriori is an adjusted the Apriori algorithm using these four criterion values.
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Fig. 2. RNIA software tool menu.
We have implemented a software tool of RNIA. This software was at ﬁrst programmed in Prolog, because
some programs required backtrack procedures for handling NIS s. Then, each program in Prolog is converted to
C, and ﬁnally the C programs are compiled to object ﬁles. For execution, we call each object ﬁle from Prolog.
Figure 2 is the current interface on Windows 7 PC. Now, we show the execution on rule generation about Φ1.
According to threshold values α=0.3, β=0.7, we pick up two sets of descriptors below:
CAN1,in f = {[A, valA] | |in f ([A, valA])|/|OB| ≥ 0.3},
CAN1,sup = {[A, valA] | |sup([A, valA])|/|OB| ≥ 0.3}.
We apply the NIS -Apriori algorithm and calculation methods to these descriptors. The following is the execution
log.
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In the above execution, there is no implication τx satisfying both support(τx) ≥ 0.3 and accuracy(τx) ≥ 0.7 in
each of 4608 derived DIS s. In the upper system, we handle the possible rules, and we may have inconsistent
results depending upon derived DIS s. For example, we obtained [1] [temperature, normal] ⇒ [ f lu, yes] and
[2] [temperature, normal]⇒ [ f lu, no]. However, this is logically correct in the upper system. Each result depends
upon the selected attribute value.
If an implication [A, valA] ⇒ [DEC, val] only satisﬁes support, this pair [[A, valA], [DEC, val]] is stored to
the list of Rest Candidates. For two elements [[A, valA], [DEC, val]] and [[B, valB], [DEC, val]], we consider
an implication [A, valA] ∧ [B, valB] ⇒ [DEC, val]. In the 2nd step, we handle rules with two descriptors in the
condition part. We employ the same procedure in the third, fourth and ﬁfth steps.
3. getRNIA: A Web Version Program of the NIS-Apriori Algorithm
This section describes our new software getRNIA [17].
3.1. The Structure of getRNIA
Figure 3 shows the structure of this system.
Fig. 3. An overview of the principles of getRNIA.
3.2. The NIS-Apriori Algorithm with Division Charts
Division charts and their merging algorithms bring much convenience to the computation of rule generation,
and getRNIA employs the following two theorems of division charts [15, 16].
Theorem 1. [12, 16] In a division chart of implication τx : p⇒ q, the following holds.
(1) The results of minsupp(τx) and minacc(τx) depend on the component in which x is chosen. We assume x
belongs to 1© here, and we have the following. If x belongs to 2©, 4© or 5©, we will have similar results (not the
same).
minsupp(τx) = (|in f ([CON, p]) ∩ in f ([DEC, q])|) / |OB|,
minacc(τx) = (|in f ([CON, p]) ∩ in f ([DEC, q])|) / (|in f ([CON, p])| + |OUTACC|),
OUTACC = (sup([CON, p]) \ in f ([CON, p])) \ in f ([DEC, q]).
(8)
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(2) The results of maxsupp(τx) and maxacc(τx) are the following.
maxsupp(τx) = (|sup([CON, p]) ∩ sup([DEC, q])|) / |OB|,
maxacc(τx) = (|sup([CON, p]) ∩ sup([DEC, q])| + |INACC|) / (|in f ([CON, p])| + |INACC|),
INACC = (sup([CON, p]) \ in f ([CON, p])) ∩ sup([DEC, q]).
(9)
Theorem 2. [15] We can obtain each component in DC((p1, p2), q) from DC(p1, q) and DC(p2, q)with the follow-
ing results. Here, k©, k©1 and k©2 (k=1,· · ·, 6) mean each component in DC((p1, p2), q), DC(p1, q) and DC(p2, q),
respectively.
1© = 1©1 ∩ 1©2, 2© = 2©1 ∩ 2©2, 3© = 3©1 ∩ 3©2, 4© = ( 1©1 ∩ 4©2) ∪ ( 4©1 ∩ 1©2) ∪ ( 4©1 ∩ 4©2),
5© = ( 2©1 ∩ 5©2) ∪ ( 5©1 ∩ 2©2) ∪ ( 5©1 ∩ 5©2), 6© = ( 3©1 ∩ 6©2) ∪ ( 6©1 ∩ 3©2) ∪ ( 6©1 ∩ 6©2).
According to all the condition attributes and decision attributes, for every possible rule enumerated, getRNIA
iterates over every object and calculates the division charts of every possible rule. According to Theorem 2, we
can easily get the results of minsupp(τx), minacc(τx), maxsupp(τx) and maxacc(τx) of the corresponding division
chart. Then, by comparing the criteria with the threshold values i.e. α and β values speciﬁed by a user, rules
satisfying can be obtained.
In a DIS , we have minsupp(τx)=maxsupp(τx) and minacc(τx)=maxacc(τx), but in a NIS we generally have
minsupp(τx) ≤ maxsupp(τx) and minacc(τx) ≤ maxacc(τx). The Apriori algorithm employs support(τx) and
accuracy(τx) values for obtaining rules, and NIS -Aprior employs minsupp(τx) and minacc(τx) for obtaining each
certain rule (an implication τ satisfying minsupp(τx) ≥ α and minacc(τx) ≥ β for an object x, threshold values α
and β) [12, 16]. Similarly, NIS -Aprior employs maxsupp(τx) and maxacc(τx) for obtaining each possible rule.
3.3. A Usage of getRNIA
Now, we brieﬂy describe the usage of getRNIA. In Figure 4, we see a part of the f lu data set.
Fig. 4. The current user interface of getRNIA.
Since we implemented each program in Prolog at ﬁrst, getRNIA followed the syntax of Prolog. The following
three deﬁnitions are essential.
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Fig. 5. An example of the execution of getRNIA.
α
β
For each attribute, we give the next deﬁnitions.
{ }
The deﬁnition of resolution is usually resolution(number, set, 1) for discrete data. This deﬁnition is considered for
handling interval values. Here, we omit the discussion on attributes with intervals. Finally, we give the deﬁnition
of a table with non-deterministic information. We express the ﬁrst tuple in Φ1 by data(1, [high, [yes, no], no, yes]).
We prepare a data set according to the above format. Non-deterministic information is expressed by a list like
[red, blue] while ‘nil’ is replaced by a set of all possible attribute values in the execution. If we have a CSV ﬁle,
we can use CSV2pl program to convert data from a normal CSV to Prolog data. After obtaining a data set, we
move to Survey page, and delete the current data set in the box. Then, we paste the obtained data set to the box,
and we click the submit button.
Our getRNIA runs on Google App Engine which allow developers run web applications on Google’s infras-
tructure. App Engine applications are easy to build, maintain, and easy to scale as the traﬃc and data storage needs
grow. With App Engine’s Python runtime environment, we implemented getRNIA with NIS -Apriori, and run it
on an optimized Python interpreter. When user post their raw data or tables to server, getRNIA will response with
the results, i.e., the rules generated with NIS -Apriori. Figure 5 is an example of generated rules by getRNIA.
We have slightly described getRNIA software. This web version gives us an eﬀective execution environment
of NIS -Apriori.
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4. Concluding Remarks
This paper brieﬂy presented the overview of RNIA, NIS -Apriori and our new software getRNIA. Currently,
the previous software in C and Prolog has much functionalities than getRNIA, but we can easily use getRNIA soft-
ware through a web browser. We will sequentially add necessary functionalities to getRNIA. In our framework
RNIA, currently there is no concepts of ‘time series’ nor ‘dynamically evolving’ connected to perception-based
computing, and we need to add these new concepts to RNIA toward much more powerful rough sets-based frame-
work and perception based computing.
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